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Q1.   If the average global temperature ----- by more than one degree Celsius from 

the present, India could expect conditions like the 2015 heat wave that ----- at 

least 2,000, according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC). 

 A. Rises. Killed B. Raised, affected C. Increase, impact 

 D. Stagnation, inundated E. Grows, evacuate 

Q2.  Owing to the scarcity of water, a special team has been constituted to ----- 

new sources to ----- the city’s water supply. 

 A. Mandate, breeding B. Discover, increasing C. Explore, augment 

 D. Search, shun E. Find, optimum 

Q3.  Most of the public toilets maintained by the Chennai Corporation are more of 

a/an ----- to the user due to poor maintenance the civic body is planning to --

--- the entire toilet infrastructure. 

 A. Facility, restructure B. Hazard, relocate C. Inconvenience, set up 

 D. Beneficiary, change E. Inconvenience, revamp 

Q4.  The corporation said that the digging of roads was ----- from September 20 in 

view of the northeast Monsoon and had been ----- to all service departments 

and telecom companies. 

 A. Stopped, referred B. Started, intimated   C. Commenced, announced 

 D. Banned, communicated E. Obstructed, warned 

Q5.  It seems even the Meteorological Department is not ----- as it gave a red alert 

for Tamil Nadu but there was ----- rain in the said area. 

 A. Compulsory, no B. Functional, ample C. Trustworthy, devastating 

 D. Credible, hardy E. Incredible, short 

Q6.  An engineer -----working at the BrahMos Aerospace Private Limited centre 

in Nagpur was on Monday ----- on charges of illegally possessing highly 

sensitive and secret documents. 

 A. Employed, released B. Hired, suspected C. Pursuing, confiscated 

 D. Deployed, caught E. Working, arrested 

 

Q7.  There is no bigger ----- than poverty and the root of the violence in Gujarat 

lies in ----- and closed factories, as stated by Rahul Gandhi. 

 A. terror, unemployment B. Strength, property C. Threat, communalism 

 D. Weapon, poverty E. Question, malnutrition 

Q8.  The Central government has -----a set of changes to the Electricity Act 2003 

which may seek to enable a market ------ in electricity. 

 A.  Announced, survey B. Proposed, transformation 

 C. Amended, analysis D. Analysed, announcement 

 E. Brought, revolution 

Q9.  Since fogy weather ------ visibility by several metres the railways has either 

partially------ or diverted some of the trains. 

 A. Improves, started B. Impairs, called off C. Decrease, cancelled 

 D. Enhances, stopped E.  Reduces, changed 

Q10.  Government initiatives and participation of many industrial houses in ----- 

loans to the villagers have led to the ----- of the farmers.  

 A. providing, plight B. Disbursing, betterment 

 C. Making, revitalization D. Business, sufferings 

 E.  Distributing, dismay 

Q11.  Quite surprisingly, the University teachers generally have admitted a of 

_about their subjects. 

 A. Possibility, failure B. Lack, enthusiasm 

 C. Distinction, loss D.  Prospect, inspiration 

 E.  Sense, acceptance 

Q12.  According to a survey the employees have asked for _____________ 

protection against and unfair actions by their employers. 

 A. Law, versatile B.  Volatile, uniform 

 C. True, steady                 D.  Legal, capricious 

 E. Safe, generous 
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